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Fish may be exposed to damaging levels of fluid shear stress and turbulence
while passing through hydroelectric power plants. The generally assumed locations for
such potential damage are the turbine and draft tube passages, although it is possible that
fish are also injured during passage over the spillway or through sluiceways and fish
bypass outfalls. Unless mitigated, fluid-induced injuries and mortality could frustrate
efforts to develop advanced, “fish-friendly” turbines or to provide safe alternate
downstream passages. The effects of shear stress and turbulence on fish are poorly
understood, in part because of the difficulties in conceptualizing these phenomena,
determining their magnitudes and distribution within hydroelectric systems, and then
recreating them in a controlled laboratory environment.

We define the fluid phenomena that are relevant to the assessment of effects on
fish. The magnitudes of fluid stresses associated with man-altered aquatic environments
are often considerably higher than those found in natural environments (e.g., normal
river flows). However, levels of shear stresses that occur during flash floods appear to
be comparable to those expected within a turbine. Past studies of the effects of shear
stress on fish are of limited value, mainly because of their narrow scope and lack of
instrumentation to measure velocities on appropriately small scales. A laboratory
experiment to study the effects of shear stress and turbulence on fish is described.
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Introduction

Fluid shear and turbulence are natural phenomena that are important to fish.
Aquatic organisms have developed numerous adaptations to the levels of shear and
turbulence found in normal river flows (Vogel 1981). In fact proper reaction to
turbulence may promote movement among migratory fish (Coutant 1998) or prevent
displacement of resident fish (Shtaf et al. 1983; Skorobogatov and Pavlov 1991).

However, elevated levels of shear and turbulence maybe damaging. These can
occur in both natural and man-made environments. For example, concerns have been
expressed by numerous investigators that excessive fluid stresses associated with
passage through hydroelectric turbines, spillways, and fish bypass systems may have
adverse effects on downstream migrating fish ((%ia 1997). Unfortunately, the effects
of shear and turbulence on turbine-passed fish are poorly understood, in no small part
because of the difficulties in understanding these flow phenomena, determining their
magnitudes and distribution within hydroelectric turbine systems, and then recreating
them in a controlled laboratory environment. In this paper, we define the terms
associated with these fluid phenomena and compare values reported in the literature.
We outline an ongoing laboratory experiment that exposes fish to shear and turbulence
values likely to be experienced at hydroelectric power plants.

Dejkition of Terms

Shear and turbulence are both expressions of changes in water velocity. Velocity
(v) is measured in distance (y) per unit time, e.g., rids. Water velocity is important for
transporting organisms or their food and for creating aquatic habitats. Uniform
velocities in a stream or artificial conduit do not harm fish; a fish moving 0.3 m/s or 30
m/s will not be injured or disoriented if velocities of the water mass in which the fish
is traveling are relatively uniform. However, when water velocities change on scales
comparable to the size of a fish, damaging shear stresses and turbulence can occur.

Shear occurs when two water masses of different velocities intersect or are
adjacent to each other. Shear is defined as the change in water velocity (v) over distance
(Y),expressed as mks per m, or units/s.

shear = dv[dy (1)

For example, if velocities of two adjacent water masses differed by 3 m/s over
a distance of 0.1 m, the resultant shear would be 30/s. If there was no resistance to flow
(no viscosity), the fish would just spin freely in response to the different velocities
impinging on it and would not experience any harm (other than dizziness). However,
because the water in which the fish is traveling has viscosity, force is exerted on the fish
as a result of encountering a mass of water moving at a different velocity. Depending
on its magnitude, this force maybe harmful or inconsequential. Sheaxis not a sufficient
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expression of potential darnage to fish - estimates of shear must be combined with
estimates of viscosity to obtain shear stress.

Force is defined as mass multiplied by acceleration and is expressed in Newtons
(N). For a fish striking a wall, the force would be the mass of the fish multiplied by the
deceleration. A large fish rapidly decelerating from 10 mh to Ondswould experience
more force hitting the wall than a small fish moving in the low-velocity boundary layer
along the wall. This same relationship is true if, instead of a wail, the fish encounters
another water mass of different velocity. Important factors that govern the effect of
force are (1) size of the fish (larvae have lower mass than adults so they strike the
wall/water mass with less force), (2) life stage (larvae are more sensitive to a given
amount of force than adults), (3) the way in which the fish strikes the wall or water mass
(entire side of the body vs. head-on). This last factor leads to a consideration of
pressure. Pressure is force per unit area, applied perpendicular to the body surface,
expressed in N/m*. If all the force (fish’smass multiplied by acceleration) of striking the
wall is focused on one small point (eyeball), there will be much greater pressure and
injury than if the entire side of the fish’s body strikes the wall. This same relationship
is true if, instead of a wall, the fish strikes another water mass of different velocity. The
force associated with the different water mass could be distributed relatively uniformly
over the whole body, or it could be experienced as a pin-point jet. The location and
amount of the fish’s body upon which the forces are focused have a bearing on the
resultant darnage.

Shear stress, like pressure, is force per unit area. In laminar flow, it is estimated
by Newton’s equation -

where p is dynamic (laminar)

T Iaminar = p(dv/dy) (2)

viscosity. Values of p for different fluids at different
temperatures may be obtained from tables.

The difference between pressure and shear stress is the chection in which the
force is applied. In pressure the force acts perpendicular to the surface, whereas a shear
force acts parallel to it (Gordon et al. 1992). Shear stress has the same units as pressure,
N/m2. Shear stresses can be experienced by a fish passing between two water masses
of different velocities, or when a fish slides along a solid structure such as a wall or
turbine blade (commonly termed abrasion). Damage from passage near a structure may
occur from very high shear stresses within the liquid boundary layer, even without
physical contact with the solid surface. The same considerations associated with
pressure also apply to shear stress, i.e., a given amount of shear force is expected to be
more damaging if applied to a small area of the body than a large area.

Because of high water velocities and edge effects of structures, flows in the
turbine will be turbulent, rather than larninar. Turbulent flow occurs when fluid
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particles move in a highly irregular manner, even if the fluid as a whole is traveling in
a single direction. That is, there are intense, small-scaie motions present in directions
other than that of the main, large-scale flow (Vogel 1981). These small-scale motions
are often in the form of vortices. Unlike laminar flow, which is most easily described
by a linear equation, turbulent flow can only be defined statistically (Gordon et al.
1992); descriptions of the overall motion within turbulent flows cannot be taken as
describing the paths of individual particles (Vogel 1981). Turbulence exists at all scales
in nature, from the swirling motion created when a salmon scoops out a redd (scales
smaller than the size of the fish) to large pulses of flow in a river (scales much larger
than a fish). Similarly, within a hydroelectric turbine, turbulence occurs at different
scales. Smaller-scale turbulence, which occurs throughout turbine passage, can distort
and compress portions of the fish’s body. Larger-scale turbulence may be most
pronounced in the draft tube, where water flow is decelerating, expanding into a larger
passage, and has a swirl imparted on it by the turbine runner. Fixed structures in the
draft tube (walls and support piers) may cause secondary flows, i.e., flows moving in
opposite directions from the main flow moving out of the draft tube and into the tailrace.
These chaotic flow conditions (small-scale turbulence, larger-scale flow pulses, vortices,
and secondary flows) will distort and spin the fish,’ and at the least may cause
disorientation. It has been suggested that this turbulence-caused disorientation, while
perhaps not injuring the fish directly, may leave turbine-passed fish more susceptible to
predators in the tailrace.

Shear stress can also be estimated for turbulent flows, but it is more complicated.
For turbulent flows, Eq. (2) is modified to incorporate another term, eddy viscosity (e):

Unlike V,there are no tables that give values fore. Eddy viscosity is dependent
on how vigorous the turbulence is, and must be found by experimentation. However,
because e is a fhnction of the first and second derivatives of velocity (i.e., dv/dy and
d%/d#), it can be calculated from the velocity profile. If the flow is entirely larninar,
e is zero and Eq. 3 reduces to Eq. 2. For fully turbulent flow, effects due to dynamic
viscosity are negligible (y<< ~), and Eq. 3 reduces to:

Turbulence can also be described by a measure called turbulence intensi~
(Gordon et al. 1992). If we think of local velocity in a turbulent region as composed of
a mean value plus a component which represents fluctuation about the mean, turbulence
intensity is a measure of the magnitude of the turbulent fluctuations about the mean.
Greater fluctuations from the mean flow equals greater turbulence. If a series of
instantaneous velocity measurements are made at a point, the turbulence intensity at that
point can be expressed as the root mean square of these measured values.
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Shear Stress in the Environment

Table 1 displays values for shear stress that have been reported for a variety of
natural and man-altered aquatic environments. Not surprisingly, estimated values of
shear stress in streams and rivers under normal flows are generally low, most often less
than 100 N/m2. Because this is the natural environment for Iisb it can be expected that
these values would not be damaging. On the other hand, shear stress estimates for flash
floods in small river basins maybe several hundred to as high as 2,600 N/m*. Fish are
often displaced downstream and killed in flashfloods, although shear stress may not be
the sole cause.

Shear and Shear Stress at Hydroelectric Power Plants

The largest values of shear in a turbine water passage are likely to occur in the
narrow boundary layer near structures and in association with vortices: near the
periphery of the blade (blade tip vortex), near the hub (hub leakage vortex), and in the
center of a Francis turbine (rope vortex). We have not found estimates of the magnitude
of shear near such vortices. It has been suggested that shear values maybe 400-600/s
in a narrow boundary layer near structures such as the wicket gate, stay vane, and runner
blade leading edge (Voith Hydro, Inc. 1997). However, the bulk of the flow through a
Kaplan turbine may create much smaller shears, perhaps in the neighborhood of 50/s.

Table 1. Published estimates of shear stress (N/mz) in natural and
man-altered aquatic environments.

Environment Shear stress (N/m*)

Wat&rcolumn in a trout stream, average flow < 1.()

Small streams, near bed <1-7

Medium-sized streams, near bed (90 most <30, but some >200
measurements)

Flash floods, small basins 61-2600

Floods, large rivers 6-10

Bulb turbine draft tube 500-5,421

Near ships’ hulls and wakes 7.6-40.4

Near barge propeller ~ 5,000”

Spillways ?
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Estimates of shear stresses in the draft tube of a bulb turbine and near a ship’s
propeller may exceed 5,000 N/m2 (Table 1). It should be remembered that these huge
values may occur in only a small portion of the turbine passage. For example, McEwen
and Scobie (1992) estimated that shear stress values in a bulb turbine would be less than
500 N/m2 in about 85 percent of the draft tube and less than 1,000 N/m2 in over 90
percent of the draft tube (Table 2). Shear stresses between 4,000 and 5,000 N/m2would
occur in only about 2 percent of the passage.

Water discharged from dams via spillways can reach velocities of tens of meters
per second, which can create high values of shear and shear stress, especially near solid
surfaces. At high velocities (12 to 15 m/s or more), surface irregularities in the dam can
cause flow separation that is stilcient to lower water pressure below the local vapor
pressure and cause cavitation (Chanson 1989). Flow separations that can cause
cavitation might also be expected to exert damaging shear stress on fish being
transported in these spill flows. The effects of spillway discharges on fish have not been
examined mechanistically (R2 1998).

Table 2. Estimated probabilities of ranges of
shear stress (expressed as percentages) in the
draft tube of a bulb turbine. From McEwen and
Scobie (1992).

Shear Stress Off-design Design
(N/m’) operation (0/0) operation (0/0)

50-100 56.89 52.10

100-500 28.14 31.14

500-1000 6.21 9.21

1000-2000 2.99 3.89

2000-3000 2.40 2.10

3000-4000 1.20 1.50

4000-5000 I 2.10 I 0.00

Description of U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Experiments

The Advanced Hydropower Turbine System (AHTS) Program of the U.S. DOE
has begun experiments aimed at determining whether the shear stresses and turbulence
that occur within hydroelectric turbines are kjurious to fish. The basic elements of the
experimental procedure are these:
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1. Shear and turbulence are generated in a large, water-filled flume by means
of a water jet created by a submerged nozzle.
2. When flow in the flume downstream from the jet has “stabilized,” Laser
Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) is used to characterize the shear zone velocity
profiles in the x, y, and z dimensions.
3. An individual fish is placed directly into the shear zone through a release
tube at a predetermined angle, location, and orientation and is swept
downstream by the flow of water.
4. High-speed video photography is used to record the three-dimensional path
of each fish.
5. The path of each fish is superimposed on the previously determined velocity
profile in order to estimate (a) the velocity changes experienced by the fish and
(b) the region and areal extent of the fish’s body exposed to shear stress and
turbulence.
6. Hydraulic conditions (shear, shear stress, turbulence, vorticity) experienced
by each fish are estimated.
7. The estimates of shear stress are plotted against some measure of biological
response (e.g., mortality, external creases, torn opercuhun, percent descaling,
disorientation).

As the fish strike the shear zone created by the jet, they encounter a water mass
moving at much higher velocities, so the shear and shear stress increase rapidly.
Subsequently, as the fish are swept down the flume and the high-velocity water mass
spreads out and slows, the velocity differentials are smaller and the shear stresses
experienced by the fish decrease with travel time (or dMance) from the nozzle. Because
each fish will follow a different path through the flume, each fish will be exposed to a
different velocity regime and for a different exposure time.

The independent variable (dose) in these experiments is a fi.mction of turbulent
shear stress [(p + e)(dv/dy)], exposure time (t), turbulence intensity, and the stiace area
of the fish exposed to the shear stress and turbulence. These are estimated in the
experimental flume with the use of LDV and high speed video photography and are used
in a muhivariate regression model for comparison to some biological response.

Many of the parameters considered in these experiments (shear, turbulence, and
exposure time) are factors that can be altered by turbine designers as they attempt to
reduce each of the possible injury mechanisms (e.g., strike, pressure, shear) to
acceptable levels. In addition, these data may also help us understand whether other
downstream fish passage routes (spillways, sluiceway outfidls, bypass outfidls) and other
situations in which fish may be exposed to shear (e.g., proximity to vessel hulls and
propellers) are damaging.
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